Privacy Statement

This privacy statement applies to Finchtree Group B.V., Finchtree B.V., Finchtree Tax B.V. and
Finchtree Solutions B.V., hereafter collectively referred to as “our office”.

Ownership
This website is owned by Finchtree B.V., Verploegh Chasséplein 7, 3134 BZ Vlaardingen. Our
webmaster can be reached via the following e-mail address: info@finchtree.nl.

Recording of data of visitors
When you visit our website, our web server recognises the domain name of the server from which
you have logged in. Should you not have your own domain name, then we only recognise the domain
name of your provider. Besides this we cannot obtain data from a visitor, unless the visitor
intentionally gives us this information, for instance by sending us an e-mail. Our office collects your
personal data for the following purposes: for the declared purpose and for answering requests for
information. For information given to us through the client portal the same conditions apply as
agreed in the engagement letter and the general terms and conditions.

Disclosure of data to third parties
Our office uses the received personal data only for own use and shall under no conditions make this
information available to third parties. We shall not lend or sell this information or disclose this
information in an improper way. Our office will do its utmost to secure the data against loss or
unlawful use.
Aggregated data
Our office can determine which pages of our website have been consulted and how many times
these pages have been consulted. However a link between the people or companies who consult
these pages cannot be established.

Data security
Providing information and/or personal and business data through this website will take place entirely
for the account and risk of the provider. Security measures have certainly been taken to protect your
data, but a 100 per cent guarantee against “computer hacking”can unfortunately not be given.

Hyperlinks
If you use one of the hyperlinks on this site to visit another website, then all the provisions in this
statement cease to be valid, as our office does not know how data is treated by other websites. We
advise you to always consult the privacy statement of the website concerned.

Cookies
A cookie is a small file that is sent to your computer when you visit certain parts of our website.
When you visit our site for a second time our website will recognise you. Our site uses cookies. If you
have objections against this you can change the settings of your own web browser to ensure that
cookies are not accepted or to warn you when a cookie is sent to you.

Accessing your personal information.
Your data will not be used for other purposes than mentioned above. Should you wish to have access
to your personal information, have it changed or removed you can contact us. For questions with
regard to our privacy policy, you can contact us at: Finchtree B.V., Verploegh Chasséplein 7, 3134 BZ,
Vlaardingen.

